Saab 9 3 forums

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. November edited April in Saab. The Saab is old
news but I'd like to create a new forum for new owners. We recently leased a in Los Angeles and
are looking for relevant input on your new 's. We have less than 3k miles on the car but were
still pretty happy with the car. We also hear a popping and crackling sound in the front
passenger seat when someone is sitting in it. My wife and I are pretty particular about our cars
and would like your input. I think that Saab could become a long term marquee in our family but
we want to hear from you other owners out there. November Any comment from manual shift
owners out there. We've a auto, since my wife doesn't drive stick. I've read reviews in auto mags
that panned the stick as a too tempermental tire burner at the stop light. I'd also like to hear
comments from any new owners of the bhp engine. Is there a real difference from the bhp?
December Not an owner of the stick, but I own a '91 T 5-speed, and have driven '98 and '99
5-speeds. While the 2. And in comparing the two engines, the 2. Am considering leasing a 99
Saab Saab is offering great lease rates through Dec 98, a money factor of 0. Am hoping to get
some feedback on maintenance costs and resale value. My local mechanic said Saab parts are
generally very expensive he said more so than Jaguar and that Saabs don't hold value well. But
monthly payment is an issue for me. Thanks for any replies. I just got a se with the hp engine
and 5 speed. You definately have to be carefull not to spin the tires from a standing start when
you are in a hurry. Eckdar- Unfortunately, I agree with your mechanic. As the owner and lover of
an '88 Turbo, I have found that parts are expensive, and in the midwestern city that I live in, hard
to come by. I had the misfortune of having to replace the front fender and related parts this
summer. My bodyshop, which works primarily on high dollar cars, said he had good news and
bad news for me. The good news was that if he had to pick a car to be in a wreck in, he would
pick a Saab. The bad news was, it was also one of the most expensive to fix. We then waited
close to a month for the parts to come in. I was in the market for a new car at the time and was
going to get another Saab, he begged me not to. My independent mechanic, himself a Saab
fanatic, agreed that parts are expensive. However, if you are going to lease, the cost of parts
should not be an issue since the warranty should still be good for the length of your lease. Does
your name "pre bmw" mean that you've decided your next car will be a bimmer? Or did you go
with another Saab against your mechanic's wishes? Read through lots of Saab posts on the
sedan conference this am. More confused now. If I get the it will replace my 89 Toyota Camry.
Exhaust, brakes and oil changes are essentially all I've done to the Camry. Low, inexpensive
maintenance is great, but the Camry isn't exactly an exhilirating ride. For the most part I think
people believe hope Saab reliability will improve with the , and that the inconvenience and cost
of more frequent maintenance is well worth it. I've a couple more weeks to decide. Will have the
camry checked to see if any substantial cost are looming and go from there. My gut say buy the
The lease deal they've got on new Saabs are pretty good indeed. I am currently leasing a SE.
Maintenance is no more expensive than a Honda Accord. And why should you worry about
parts when you are leasing. I assume the lease is for 39mo. I am considering the lease- I have
been a Saab owner for 15 years. Thanks, karin. I love the Beetle and have the same feelings
about the Camry that you stated. I would like to get rid of it this summer and get either a Saab or
BMW. However, I live in Springfield, Mo. Because of past experiences getting parts, I haven't
been able to convince myself to go with another Saab, even though I would very much like to. I
will test drive the today. Barresa Posts: 1. I just wanted to correct some info thab "Bo chung"
sent. Saab's warranty is 4 years or miles, not The first year covers any adjustments. I plan on
buying a in Aug Sorry for the typo. Powertrain warranty is a little longer. Karin, how did your
test drive go? Please, give us your review. Thank you "carlady" for allowing this new forum. I've
waited for months for new owners to start logging on. Thanks for the interest in the new Saab
forum. My wife and I leased a 98 auto last Aug. I find the turbo lag to be a bit slow but then I'm
used to V-8's. I love the acceleration of the 2. My 82' Lincoln Mark with a 5. I remember that
when I did a test drive, the Saab had a marvelous little weather radio channel so that one could
always check the forecast. It struck me as a charming Nordic touch. Does your Saab have one
of these? Do you use it? Yes,in fact this weather radio has come in handy believe it or not. The
radio will find what ever local weather radio is available as you travel. We live in CA so weather
is not so much a factor in our lives unless we're traveling North during the Holiday season over
the Grape Vine. Driving this road during the winter time the weather can often be problematic so
having forwarning about the road conditions allows us to take the costal route up Highway
instead. To be truthful I mostly use the weather radio to check the local surf report. I test drove
the Loved it, and it did not take very many blocks know I could be a happy owner. The dealer
has too many Saabs on his lot. Willing to share selling price? Should I be able to get a much
beter deal with cash? Any comments about resale? Enthused about doing this, unsure of what I

should pay. Thanks, Karin. This was one of the major factors in our determining to lease our
instead of purchasing. Back in Aug. This was not the same for Saab at the time so we
determined that we'd lease the car and see if the Saab unique character and utility factors wore
well with us over time and in three years if the rather high risidual value, at least in my opinion,
that Saab assigned to their leases didn't infact give us a better value for our money over
purchasing at a much higher interest rate. Has anyone been driving the in the snow yet? What
are recommendations for snow tires? Consumer Reports recently rated tires in this general
category, and stated that the MXV4 "H" rated tires had pretty good snow traction. That would
make them suitable , imo, for light to moderated snow in flat, urban areas where snow removal
is practiced. The "SE" comes with performance tires, and it is a very bad idea to use them in the
snow. These tires, however, are often not locally available. If that is an issue for you, I've found
the Dunlop HSxx tires to be pretty good also. Saab dealers have access to the Swedish made
"Gislaved" line through Saab's parts distribution network. Many people have recommended
them, but the ones I got a decade ago proved to be inadequate. Thanks for the comments about
tires. I will be traveling to Utah this week and could shop there. I am on the verdge of deciding
to buy one this week. I want to know what to pay before I start the final process. I just bought a
Saab with power roof, cd and auto for about over invoice. Unfortunately, I was a little off guard
when the Saab dealer offered such a price. Which is pretty darn good on anear luxury car in my
considerable experience. I think the is a buying opportunity for a smart shopper looking for
relative value by brands. I grew up in NE blizzards and despite being deeply appreciative of the
inherent BMW handling and breaking attributes, I just could not imagine spending that much on
a car that was not all weather rated. The Audis were wonderful but lacked any real room and the
dealers told me they had a quota and they had to maximize profits on available inventory so no
discounts on current model year vehicles. The BMW only impressed me when I tool it out on the
interstate. The Audi was nicer than my living room. It really came down to value between a Saab
and an Audi 1. I love the I will drive to Omaha in a wek and then need to have it serviced for the
mile oil and filter change. What else do they do at miles. I drove a Toyota Camry before the
Saab. Never again. If you are fortunate enought to have the income, buy a performance oriented
car. It makes you feel young again and isn't that what anyone over 35 enjoys? If you paid more
than that, then you probably have paid too much. But don't expect to pay much less either. We
do want to keep them in business so that they can service our cars right? My wife noticed in our
service handbook that the has a recommended oil change interval of every 5, miles. We live in
Los Angeles and I'm more used to oil changing every 2,, miles. We've had our first sevice by the
dealer already and now are approaching 4, miles. What is or has been anyone's experience with
oil changing on Saabs? I have used miles as my change interval decades, after observing when
checking the valves that a mile interval resulted in "etching" on the back side of the cam. In
Europe, where oil is much more expensive as is fuel some are stretching the interval to 12,
miles, using synthetic oil, with no ill effects. BTW, s have oil coolers that helps. Thanks for the
reply to the oil change question. We'll get our car into the mechanic right away. January What
should we expect on minor body repair for Saabs. My wife lightly scraped a pole in her parking
garage last week and came home nearly in tears. She loves her new car and couldn't even look
at it for several days after the incedent. I told her to calm down a bit and we'd think about fixing
it after she'd had a little while to asorb the damage. We have many good and capabable "Saab"
body shops here in L. What is the nature of the damage? Paint, bumper, dents? The area of
damage is no longer than 3" by about 1" wide. She also put a slight compression dent in the
right rear door as she was try to ease her car between another car and the poll. Any other
insider news on the development or progress of this Saab. My wife and I actually drove the
wagon versions of the Volvo and Audi before we decided on the Saab. I'd never consider the
winning BMW i because it doesn't have the carrying capacity of our Saab. Although the Audi A4
Avant was our own second runner up when we went car shopping this summer on a dollar to
utility value we obviously chose the Saab. The Avants acceleration in the auto 1. The one thing
that Audi definitly has an advantage over any current Saab model was that its interiors are
absolutly sumptuous. I really think that the interior asthetics of Saab's current lineup have a lot
to be desired relative to their competition. I feel a bit like I'm driving a European economy car
when I look at a feel the materials Saab chose for its interiors. The one thing that is never likely
to win me over to any averabe Sports-Car alternative is anything that is laking in practicle cargo
carring capacity. The Audi Avant had gobs of this but it was at a relative premium price with
dealers and a manufacturer that has a real attitude towards their American market. Skrew them
we bought a Saab! They don't have the cargo capacity of a Ford Country Squire Wagon to go
along with that sporty sedan image. This is M3 territory, in my opinion. What's the rumored
release date here in the States? What kind of a premium should we expect to pay for such a
rocket? How much power does a person need? The w a turbo blows the doors off the

competition for performance, cargo capacity and value. Saab needs to improve the ride over
rough pavement. My does not ride much better than jeep cherokee with leaf springs. Whats up
with the lack of attention to ride comfort? Improve the rear suspension to improve ride over
rough surfaces. I love my , but it does not need to ride like a jeep cherokee with rear leaf springs
to render performance. JoeDama Posts: 5. I'm thinking of taking advantage of the lease offered
until the end of this month, and I would like the leather option. Has anyone else leased a with
leather who would be willing to share their experience? Anyone else have ideas? Thanks is
advance. I don't have any problems with mine. In fact, I sometimes wish the suspension was a
little firmer. It would be nice to have the IRS like the , but I am not unhappy with current setup.
Saab will not sell too many "aeros" a year but it will help them with image, PR and reviews. I for
one will not pay extra for "too much horsepower" since I am already busy enough with HP. But
having a Aero in the BMW 3 series price range with performance closer to M3 will definitely
make Saab look good and should increase showroom traffic. Haven't leased a with leather,
although I've thought about it lots. I would put as little cap cost reduction down as possible.
With the Saab lease rates what they are, money used for cap cost reduction is not working very
hard for you. Better to take that money and invest in just about anything else and you'll do
better. Other side of this issue is the monthly payment however. But would still put as little
down as possible to get the monthly payment where you need it. Is the "invoice" price listed in
Edmonds, the price I should use when talking to Saab dealers? Yes, the invoice price is the
dealer cost, but only if you also deduct from it the holdback and any current manufacturer
incentives. Figures for the holdback and current incentives are also available at this site. One
other issue with the Saab is that there are a number of additional accessories available, such as
special dashboard trim, sports exhaust and snow tires. It's unclear what extent dealers are
willing to negotiate the prices on these items. Any comments? I'm about to lease either a or S70
automatic. The car includes CD, leather, heated seats, sunroof. What do you think? I messed up
by not realizing I should have bargained sale price before talking lease, but I had gone through
carpoint and was too honest. Anyway, I'm going to go to another dealer and see what they offer.
Any suggestions? Thanks in advance. IF you get the S70, I assume you will get the turbo? If not
the Saab is far more fun to drive! I looked at Volvos but had already determined that I did not
need to spend more than 28K to get everything I wanted. I looked at the SEs and said to myself,
I don't have leather office furniture or living room furniture so why do I need leather in my car so
my Basset Hound can claw the fabric? The base Saab is the best value. Throw in a CD and
moon roof and negotiate a deal for a few hundred over invoice. No other brand offers as much
value for the price. Amen to the value of the base Saab. The leather and climate control of the
SE are nice but why the hell pay that much more for them. You'll still get the turbo 2. Thanks for
the responses! My wife is something else compliment -- she called me at work yesterday and
told me she had just sold my '88 is to a friend of ours, and that I needed to have a new car no
matter what it is by the following Friday. So here it is, Saturday morning, and I will make a deal
today. Great point about the turbo. Thanks again for the info. My wife wants the leather, because
easier to clean up kids' 4 and 3 spills That's also why I'm going for the automatic. Now if I could
just pick a color Thanks again. We got a base five door with auto and both my wife and I have
really come to enjoy the car. I'm more use to big American V-8's but this little car really hauls
both in the speed and luggage catagory. The car holds even more than my huge Mark VI! My
wife hates driving the Lincoln but she does enjoy the soft ride on long hauls, especially since
she like to sleep most of the time as a passenger in any car. I think you will find the Saab to
extremely comfortable on long jaunts. Moreover the Saab grows on you everytime you walk out
of a mall and look for your car, which will likely be the only among a handful of s and a plethora
of look alike Japanese and American makes and Audis that look like VWs or vice versa. Actually
the pull is easily manageable on dry pavement if the driver has a pulse, however if you are
accerating away from a stop on a slick surface, you are: a spinning you tires like a fool; b
hoping to induce a hydroplaning or a skid; c about to be cited for reckless driving and stupidity;
d testing the molecular competiion of the Michelins; e rapidly pulling away from the herd now
only dimly visible in your rear view. Submit Blog Do you want more traffic, leads, and sales?
Submit your blog below if you want to grow your traffic and revenue. About Blog A forum
community dedicated to all Saab owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about
performance, modifications, troubleshooting, classifieds, maintenance, and more! For owners
and lovers of the cars that are built by trolls in Trollhttan! Only one aircraft manufacturer makes
cars: Pure driving pleasure and born from jets! About Blog SaabCentral forum the most
comprehensive Saab resource on the internet. Join our discussions on the Saab , Saab , Saab ,
Saab and all other Saab models, choose your forum. About Blog SaabLink. Discuss and share
information on anything related to Saab in this forum. About Blog SaabWorld is a global Saab
community where you will find forums, technical help, great discussions and a lot more.

Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube
channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on Feedspot
using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds them to a
relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness , social
metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Doing blogger outreach or
influencer marketing and want to connect with new influencers in niche markets? Improve your
outreach by connecting with authority bloggers in your domain area. Feedspot media database
has over k Influential Bloggers in over niche categories. Email us us the type of bloggers you
want to reach out at anuj feedspot. Top 10 Saab Forums. Do you want more traffic, leads, and
sales? Submit Your Blog. SaabWorld About Blog SaabWorld is a global Saab community where
you will find forums, technical help, great discussions and a lot more. About The Author. Anuj
Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and
youtube channels in several niche categories. For Bloggers Submit Your Blog. For Marketers
Doing blogger outreach or influencer marketing and want to connect with new influencers in
niche markets? Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. Original Poster. Search My Stuff
What's New 3 12 24 Saab or ? Or something else Prev of 2 2 Next. The Original Poster posts 67
months. I posted a thread recently about needing a replacement car for my daily which my mrs
kindly smashed to bits in an accident recently. I've narrowed it down to the Swedes, a saab or
volvo. Aero or remapped 2. I'm watching a and a at the moment and before I pull the trigger id
just like to know from any experienced Saabers which is the better car? The pcv kit on the im
looking at is the updated post 04 one anyway so no worries there. Is the much more comfy or
better in any other way? It's a lot uglier in my opinion but that's not paramount for me as I just
want a fast comfy reliable cruiser. If you think I should be looking for a volvo instead then feel
free to chip in and let me know along with any other similar cars but my budget is around
pounds. Ghost91 2, posts 72 months. Either should do you well if they've been looked after,
same for the t5. Of the three choices my money would be a T5 Volvo. Much more reliable,
sounds better and handling in pre S60 form whilst not as good as a onwards - pre are poor by
comparison is better than a S60s are pretty much on a par with s for handling. Always good to
get some first hand experience and opinion, cheers. Strangely enough the volvos seem to be
cheaper than the Saabs at the moment, from reading through on this forum it seems everyone
has jumped on Saabs after realising like I have what good value for money they are whereas the
volvo offerings have always been pretty well thought after but prices seem to have neither gone
up or down. Ozzie Osmond 21, posts months. Saab turbo is a great car and much under-rated.
Buy it. I've driven the Volvo and didn't like it at all. Hard ride plus excessive torque steer.
RussH91 posts months. I absolute love it. Didn't get chance to drive the any of the others but I
think I made the right choice! It's everything I want and need in a car. Can't really help with the ,
the only one I had was the Griffin with the 3. I'd avoid that at all costs!! Nice enough car but
should have gone for the Aero nice aeros were times the price back then though!! With the I'd
have suggested going for the 2. Seen a few 55 plate cars going for 2. The Audios also a pain to
upgrade on the older cars as its a fibre optic system. Mine snapped on the way to the mot
station!! I just fixed mine carefully with a scalpel and freed it up a bit But you don't get the Aero
body kit. The front lip on the aero can crack very easy especially if lowered and you've fitted
lower profile tyres!!!! Not sure on the 5 speed but all the 6 speed cars I've driven were very
notchy. They're a nice car, handle ok for what they are, very cheap to tune and mod. I'm happy
with mine goes like stink now but have put a lot into it Edited by griffin dai on Monday 16th
November MrTree posts months. I have owned pretty much all T5 variant up to and have also
had a 02' 95 2. QBee 18, posts months. I am probably older than you and prefer the to the - seats
are more comfortable, IMHO, and there's more room in the cabin. One to avoid, but only again
IMHO, is either car in a 2. Getting out of junctions into streams of fast moving traffic is an
absolute nightmare. Being an auto you cannot rev it and dump the clutch, and the engine has
about 40 bhp without the turbo spinning. It's the same engine, only difference is the extra boost
of power from the aero if you really rev hard. To be honest, of my two I think the 2. Her's has
caused no problems at all, mine is presently in pieces having its head gasket and piston rings
replaced. But that's down to the previous owners - her's was cherished by an elderly couple,
mine was used and abused. And way back when I had a Volvo T5 auto - nice car, horrendous
torque steer. So, buy whichever you prefer, but definitely buy on condition and service history,
and look for what work has already been done - they are prone to needing turbos, auxiliary
belts, vacuum hoses etc, and whilst the timing is done by a chain, my car in pieces is having
that replaced as it was found to be very worn and stretched. The client I am at today ran a 2. It is
still running and over , miles, if that gives you hope. Thanks for the comments all I think the
plan is this: Find one of the above in the best condition I can for the budget. Hopefully that'll be
a winning formula! As well as condition and service history, pay real attention to the extras. The

cars can range from cloth manual unheated seats, to full leather, electric, heated and ventilated
seats. Some even have heated rear seats. If you have never had heated seats, don't assume you
r other half won't think they are anything other than essential once you have had them. IMHO
the auto boxes are pretty good too, but so are the manuals. And I would always buy the estate
version. There's a huge variety in stereos, trip computers can be simple or all encompassing,
some have sun rooves, some don't. So read the adverts carefully. MrC 2, posts months. I hope I
can assist slightly We've owned a V70 2. However, if you're looking at leggy mile cars, the heavy
nose on the Volvos does show with suspension wear. However, the noise of a 5pot Volvo
engine being shown some enthusiast use of the right pedal is surely better than a 4pot?
S10GTA 11, posts months. There is a 55 plate wagon fitted with the holden 2. Had all 3 and most
of the comments on here are reflective of what I think. I was never keen on the Volvo ,just didn't
get it Ho Hum. Having had 5 Saabs now, I've been helping my uncle find a decent one. It's not
hard to find a well looked after example for this money. All it needs is the front wheels
refurbishing. My had a problem with the idler pulley and I took it to saab in Milton Keynes who
are useless - just incase anyone is local, avoid. Apart from that it was very reliable, very solid
and well put together, so comfortable and very good overtaking ability. The interior wore very
well. The was my favourite but I've been happy with all my Saabs. I'm looking at a for myself this
week, couldn't resist! Malcolm Miles in Leicester is your man. Really good Indy. I will bear all the
comments in mind. The point about spec is a good one as the price doesn't seem to change
much for better spec'd models at this end of the market! The signums have always intrigued me
but they don't look the most comfy car with those seats And the write off is putting me off a bit!
Looks a nice motor though all the same. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in.
Forgot password or user name? Dan's Saab 2. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered
by:. Previous template Next. Mine, as of May , makes around bhp at the flywheel. Hasn't been
dyno'd yet so whp unknown, presumably around bhp. New member here, my DD and project car
is this beauty, a Saab , with the quite appropriate nickname, "The Mighty Saab" Here it is when I
bought it: This is the first car I've really worked on, and it's been awesome fun so far. Learnt a
lot, and I am so damned addicted it's not funny. So far I've worked mostly towards performance,
not really that interested in stero systems and massive spoilers. Love the sleeper look. Bought
in March , so far I've had it just over a year. Most people who know these cars and mod them
will tell you that first up they need some handling mods, so that's what I did. Tightened up the
front and rear with a steering rack brace and bigger rear sway bar, and added Koni adjustable
sports suspension kit to drop it by around 30mm. No idea what it'll put down at the wheels but it
should pull pretty well! It's already pretty fun! In the future The Mighty may receive a bigger
turbo to replace the small-ish T25 that comes stock. But the next step for me, once I get the new
exhast system in, is to tidy up the exterior and get it looking fresh again with a lick of paint and
hopefully a good paint resto. It's a lot of car for not a lot of money. Basically, an awesome
sleeper, totally under the radar, and it can get up and move! Still have a massive boner for the
Pininfarina Peugot Coupe, and a lot of love for Volvo's old and new, too. Learned to drive in a
Volvo Wagon, which was a laugh. First car was a ish Proton, which got the ladies excited, let me
tell you. If I was offered an hour driving any car on a track, right now at the time of writing.. Last
edited by Pacey ; , AM. Reason: updating specs. Tags: None. Just installed a 3" downpipe and
the above 2. Tune to stage 3 will probably be done next weekend taking it to around bhp. I've
also de-tinted it was old and reflective , and applied Forever Black and lots of tyre shine since
the photo at the top. Last edited by Pacey ; , PM. Comment Post Cancel. Looks good mate! The
's arent bad at all. I'd have one! Always thought Saabs were quirky and fun. Nice work. Did you
paint the intercooler black better performance, more "sleeper" or did you leave it bare? My BMW
is Coupe , soon to be battery powered. Technical progress in this thread. Cheers chaps. It goes
well! Just sorted out the leaks in the exhaust with a liberal dose of paste, and now it sounds like
I hoped - under the radar, but much richer and burblier than stock. Sounds fantastic, and pulls
really good. It was already a beast between 40 and ish, but with this and the next tune I reckon
I'll be blown away all over again mauswerkz, I didn't paint the IC. Not sure if it would be that
worth doing, but the main reason I didn't is I thought that lighter colours radiated heat better.
I'm from the UK, and our in the house heating systems use radiators, which are always white.
My Dad is a plumber and he always laughed when he'd go to peoples house becuase they said
their heating asn't working, only to find they'd painted their radiators brown or black, prventing
them doing there job! But their seem to be conflicting views where IC's are concerned. Another
one of us Thats a nice ! Also if you ever actually find a set of Viggen bumpers that AREN'T all
ready on a car you are doing better than me, I have been looking for 2 years and haven't found
anything. Last edited by AusHiede ; , PM. Super jealous on the condition your car is in, not to
mention that it's a coupe I actually owned a Saab for a short period of time long story and I
really enjoyed the way they felt! Nibble, fun, economical and luxurious, a great platform to use

when modding! Looks great and I'm in for updates. If not, click here! Thanks guys! So far it is
definitely an easy car to mod. In a large part that's because of the huge Saab community - you
name it, someone's done it to these cars. AusHiede, you don't need to look for Viggen bumper
to get Viggen bumpers - the Aero spec models in Aus had the same bumper type lucky us! To
the best of my knowledge they are identical. Only reason I can think that there may be a small
variation is that I believe the Viggen has a more flared wheel arch. I read through your threads,
looks like you're doing a good job with that NA 'dega, anyway. But the next one had to be a
turbo! I've just been out for another drive, it's going nicely. Maybe one minor leak to find. Made
a grocery-getter of it today life goes on , and took this snap of a sight I always appreciate. The
cars were made to haul! I know a heap of Aero's have the Viggen bumpers I drive past at least
each week but they are usually owned by older people and don't like to have the bumpers
removed from their cars hah. Nice video! I will have to go upload one of my next hill climb so
you can all see what its like now I have done a few more mods. And what springs are those?
Mine are a Vogtland matched set for the Koni Dampers from Talliaferro which where a dull red.
Put a bit of preventative work into the old boy over the last couple of months. Replaced a bunch
of radiator hoses and flushed the coolant, and replumbed a bit of my IC piping to get better
clearance from the downpipe heat soak. Also hired a carpet shapooing doodad, stripped the
interior right down all seats out etc and gave it a real good clean. Some nice 10 year old coffee
hidden in the sides of the seats and deep in the carpet.. Cooked oil isn't bad at all: Most
importantly, new tyres all round which obviously meant new, bigger wheels. The Saab was
loving the cold air that morning.. Anyone in the Saab world will know roughly what that entails,
mine probably has a bit more work in it that it really needs for that power level, no bad thing.
Anyway, it feels pretty quick at times, but I reckon i'm well used to it now. Looking forward to
taking it to a track one day in the coming months. Club day at Marulan is on the cards. That
means I'll need new brakes.. Plan for the months ahead many months ahead.. Those things are
fantastic. Originally posted by AusHiede View Post. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.
Abbott Saab stock an extensive range of replacement and performance parts for your Not sure
what part you need or need some advice on how to improve your car? Get in touch with our
friendly team of experts. Introduced in late , the boasted over detail changes from the it
replaced. The at last was the car the should have been when first released back in Unfortunately
while the was maturing into the , the automotive world had moved on. Whilst the is superior in
most respects to the model it replaced, it is still not a true match for the models. The interior
remained almost unaltered from the with fine ergonomics, leather trim and ACC. Thankfully too,
the engines remained unmodified from the model, these factors make all the models a class act
that is difficult to beat, even more
1998 dodge intrepid es
1990 f150 fuel tank selector switch
volvo xc70 2007
so when fitted with our range of proven chassis and engine enhancements. The Viggen was
produced in short numbers in , with the 2. Now keep it running smoothly with quality servicing
from the expert team at Abbott Saab. All enquiries call Register Login. Register Login Currency
conversions are estimated and should be used for informational purposes only. SAAB Overview
Introduced in late , the boasted over detail changes from the it replaced. Found Your Dream
Car? Ours feels just like it rolled out of the factory like it, just enough grunt to put a smile on
your face but not over the top. Look forward to having the car over to you again in the future,
maybe for brakes now! Haha Kinds Regards James". Your always pleased to help attitude is a
credit to you and Abbott Racing and for this particular customer given confidence in the service
you offer and so comprehensively follow through. A first class job provided by a first class firm.
With my very best wishes for now and the future, Bob".

